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Introduction

TESLA damping ring fast kicker must inject/eject every nth bunch, 
leaving adjacent bunches undisturbed. 

Minimum bunch separation inside damping rings determines size of
the damping rings. 

It’s the kicker design which limits the minimum bunch spacing.

Would a different extraction technique permit smaller bunch spacing 
(and smaller damping rings)?
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Outline

Who’s involved

TESLA overview 

Description of a “Fourier series kicker”

Some of the fine points:
• finite separation of the kicker elements
• timing errors at injection/extraction
• finite bunch length effects 
• instabilities

Conclusions
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Who is participating in LCRD 2.22

At UIUC (“UC” = Urbana-Champaign):
George Gollin (professor)
Mike Haney (engineer, runs HEP electronics group)
Tom Junk (professor)

At Fermilab:
Dave Finley (staff scientist)
Chris Jensen (engineer)
Vladimir Shiltsev (staff scientist)

At Cornell:
Gerry Dugan (professor)
Joe Rogers (professor)
Dave Rubin (professor)
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TESLA overview: linac beam

Linac beam:
• One pulse: 2820 bunches, 337 nsec spacing
• Five pulses/second 
• length of one pulse in linac ~300 kilometers 
• Cool an entire pulse in the damping rings before injection into linac

(information from TESLA TDR)
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TESLA overview: damping ring beam
Damping ring beam:
• One pulse: 2820 bunches, ~20 nsec spacing
• length of one pulse in damping ring ~17 kilometers 
• Eject every nth bunch into linac (leaving adjacent bunches 

undisturbed) 

17 km damping ring circumference is set by the minimum bunch 
spacing in the damping ring.

Reduced minimum bunch spacing would permit a smaller damping 
ring.

Damping ring cost (~214 M €) will drop somewhat with smaller rings
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TESLA overview: fast kicker
Fast kicker specs (à la TDR):
• ∫Bdl = 100 Gauss-meter = 3 MeV/c
• stability/ripple/precision ~.07 Gauss-meter
• ability to generate, then quench a magnetic field rapidly determines 

the minimum achievable bunch spacing in the damping ring

TDR design: bunch “collides” with electromagnetic pulses traveling 
in the opposite direction inside a series of traveling wave structures.

Kicker element length ~50 cm; impulse ~ 3 Gauss-meter. (Need 20-
40 elements.) 

Structures dump each electromagnetic pulse into a load.
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Something new: a “Fourier series kicker”

injection path extraction path

kicker rf cavities

injection/extraction 
deflecting magnet 

injection/extraction 
deflecting magnet pT

Fourier series kicker is located in a bypass section (more about this on 
the next slide…)

While damping, beam follows the dog bone-shaped path (solid line).

During injection/extraction, deflectors route beam through bypass 
(straight) section. Bunches are kicked onto/off orbit by kicker.
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Fourier series kicker

injection path extraction path

kicker rf cavities

3 MHz 6 MHz 9 MHz N•3 MHz
... 

Kicker is a series of N “rf cavities” oscillating at harmonics of 
the linac bunch frequency 1/(337 nsec) = 2.97 MHz:
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Fourier series kicker

injection path extraction path

kicker rf cavities

3 MHz 6 MHz 9 MHz N•3 MHz
... 
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Cavities oscillate in phase, with equal amplitudes.

They are always on so fast filling/draining is not an issue.

High-Q: perhaps amplitude and phase stability aren’t too hard to 
manage?
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How it works: pT kick vs. time
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Note the presence of evenly-spaced “features” (zeroes or spikes) 
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Bunch timing

N=16
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Bunches pass through kicker during a spike, or a zero in pT.

Things to notice:
• one 337 nsec period comprises a spike followed by 2N zeroes
• “features” are evenly spaced by ∆t = 337/(2N+1) nsec
• N=16 yields ∆t ~ 10 nsec; N = 32 yields ∆t ~ 5 nsec 
• height of spike is A(2N+1)

Damping ring bunch spacing of 337/(2N+1) nsec means that 
every (2N+1)st bunch is extracted.
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Extraction cycle timing
Define bunch spacing ∆ ≡ 337/(2N+1) nsec .

Assume bunch train contains a gap of (337 – ∆) nsec between last 
and first bunch.

1. First deflecting magnet is energized.

 

first 
bunch

last 
bunch 
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Extraction cycle timing

2. Second deflecting magnet is energized; bunches 0, 2N+1, 
4N+2,… are extracted during first orbit through the bypass.

 

bunches 
0, 2N+1, 4N+2,... 
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Extraction cycle timing

3. Bunches 1, 2N+2, 4N+3,… are extracted during second orbit 
through the bypass.

 

4. Bunches 2, 2N+3, 4N+4,… are extracted during third orbit 
through the bypass.

 

5. Etc. (entire beam is extracted in 2N+1 orbits) 
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Injection cycle timing
Just run the movie backwards…

 

 

 

With a second set of cavities, it should work to extract 
and inject simultaneously.
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Some of the fine points

1. Effect of finite separation of the kicker cavities along the 
beam direction

2. Arrival time error at the kicker for a bunch that is being 
injected or extracted

3. Finite bunch length effects when the kicker field integral is 
zero 

4. On the matter of instabilities
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Finite separation of the kicker cavities
 

... 

Even though net pT is zero there can be a small displacement 
away from the centerline by the end of an N-element kicker.

For N = 16; 50 cm cavity spacing; 6.5 Gauss-meter per cavity:

Non-kicked bunches only 
(1, 2, 4, … 32)
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Finite separation of the kicker cavities
 

... ... 

Compensating for this: insert a second set of cavities in phase
with the first set, but with the order of oscillation frequencies 
reversed: 3 MHz, 6 MHz, 9MHz,… followed by …, 9 MHz, 
6 MHz, 3 MHz.

Non-kicked bunches only 
(N = 1, 2, 4, … 32)
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Arrival time error at the kicker for a bunch 
that is being injected or extracted

What happens if a bunch about to be kicked passes through the 
kicker cavities slightly out of time?

For 16-cavity, 6.5 Gauss-meter per cavity kicker:

N=16 Field integral is parabolic near peak:
~104 – 1.2δ2 Gauss-meter (δ in nsec).

100 ps error: 1.2 × 10-2 Gauss-meter error

(max allowed error ~7 × 10-2 Gauss-meter)

TESLA bunch length ~20 ps.

Not a problem!
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Finite bunch length effects when the kicker 
field integral is zero

TESLA bunch length in damping rings: σz = 6 mm (20 ps)

Bunch center sees different average pT than bunch head/tail:

±0.07 Gauss-meter

this bunch is extracted

Effect from first orbit only is shown!
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Finite bunch length effects

Most bunches make multiple passes through the kicker. 

Cumulative effect before extraction depends on:
• horizontal machine tune (an error in angle induced in one orbit 

can return as an error in position in the next orbit)
• synchrotron tune (an electron’s longitudinal position oscillates 

from head to tail) 

TESLA damping ring tunes for current design
• horizontal: 72.28
• synchrotron: 0.10 
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Finite bunch length effects

We need to model this better 
than we have so far. 

Very naïve version: 
• integral horizontal tune
• 0.10 synchrotron tune

±0.07 Gauss-meter limits shown
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Finite bunch length effects
Correcting for this with a single rf cavity on the extraction line 
(pT kick is zero for bunch center, with negative slope):

almost works…
worth some thought.

(probably works less 
well with realistic 
horizontal tune.)
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On the matter of instabilities

Who knows?

One point to bear in mind: a bunch makes at most 2N+1 orbits 
during the injection/extraction cycle.

Beam loading changes with each orbit.

Perhaps some instabilities will not grow so quickly as to cause 
problems??
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What we’ve been doing
Gollin and Junk have been discussing simple models and 
running simple simulations (finite bunch length effects, effects
on beam polarization,…).

Dave Finley, Don Edwards, Helen Edwards, Joe Rogers, Mike 
Haney have been offering comments and instruction concerning 
accelerator physics and our ideas.

What we haven’t done: 
NO investigation of realistic electromagnetic oscillators 
(frequency is quite low: build from lumped elements?)
NO investigation of effects of realistic horizontal tune on bunch 
length effects
NO inclusion of any sort of realistic damping ring model.
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What we want/need
• A limited amount of financial support from DOE (some travel 

money and a notebook)
• Significant amount of collaboration with accelerator physicists 

since they actually know what they’re doing (and we do not!)
• More time! (this is a university-based effort…)

So far this is great fun, BUT: DOE must begin to provide 
support for university-based LC work and should fund both 
TESLA and NLC R&D projects.

Perhaps it is possible to build TESLA damping rings which are 
¼ as large as in the current design? It’s certainly worth 
investigating the possibility!
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